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 Discrete Time Steps
 Nano Objects modeling
 Fine grained approach

 Positions on 3D space
 Check Collisions

 Customized output
 3D animated views
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 There is a vast literature about the propagation of nanoparticles in the blood vessels.
 A recent study that evaluates the presence of red blood cells inside the vessels invalidate previous
studies. So, from the communication-network point of view, previous approaches are rough.
 It 's need to perform simulations taking into account the presence of blood cells within the blood vessels.
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Newtonian FluidsNewtonian Fluids
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by velocity gradients and
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Velocity field
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η = dynamic viscosity, P = pressure drop,
L = pipe length, R = pipe radius, r = distance from pipe center

ParabolicParabolic VelocityVelocity ProfileProfile
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Venule

length

diameter

mean velocity

viscosity

temperature

Red Cells concentration

Macrophages concentration

Platelets concentration

Blood cells & Endothelial cells

Red Blood Cell Radius m5.3

Macrophage Radius m5

 #Receptors 1000

 Receptors Radius nm4

Platelets Radius
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 Receptors Radius

 Burst emission

sCD40L Radius

Endothelial cells side
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Venule

length mm2

diameter m60

mean velocity smm5.0

viscosity sPa 0013.0

temperature K310

Red Cells concentration 36104 mm

Macrophages concentration 33104 mm

Platelets concentration 35102 mm

Blood cells & Endothelial cells

Red Blood Cell Radius

Macrophage Radius

 #Receptors

 Receptors Radius

Platelets Radius m1

 #Receptors 1000

 Receptors Radius nm4

 Burst emission 1000

sCD40L Radius nm75.1

Endothelial cells side m15

 #Receptors 1000

 Receptors Radius nm4
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6060
mm

2 mm2 mm

88.588.5 mm

~0.4 mm~0.4 mm
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RedRed BloodBlood CellsCells

PlateletPlatelet (TX(TX nodenode))

ReleasedReleased carrierscarriers

Emissions near vessel wall allows an higher
number of assimilations

Emissions near vessel wall allows an higher
number of assimilations

Emissions near the longitudinal axis allows to
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Y axis
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Barycentre
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Overall simulation 3D space

Splitted simulation space

Parallel sub-simulations
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Bigger simulations

Large Volumes A very large amount of nano
objects

Sharing of CPUs and Memory
from multiple computers
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Splitting algorithmSplitting algorithm Synchronization of the
nodes of the grid

Synchronization of the
nodes of the grid

Performance loss

Objects' transition
between the grid nodes

Objects' transition
between the grid nodes

Retain the objects uniqueness
and their consistency

Main criticities:Main criticities:
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•We created a tool for the detailed simulation of
molecular communications within the blood
vessels focusing on a specific dyad
receptor/ligand
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• Assessment of results through in vivo experimentation
in collaboration with a medical team of the University of
Perugia  that is making a research on atherothrombotic
diseases.

• Grid performance evaluation and optimization
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